
Nominal cooling duty  550 kW

Power supply 415 V 3ph +E 50 Hz Run 346 A

Plug type  Power lock connections (4x 120 mm)

Noise level (max) 64 dBA / 70 LWA @ 10 metres

Weight 4,650 kg

Dimensions 4,940 x 2,440 x 2,590 mm

CControl  Automatic programmer

Average power consumption  107 kW/h

Generator size  400 kVA

Water connection  100 mm (4”) bauer

Nominal water flow 24.8 l/s

Case study 366

Last month saw a very poignant relaunch of the eternally popular 
The Lion King musical, following a difficult year for theatregoers and 
the arts industry in general.

The acclaimed Disney production is now back up and running, to 
the delight of 2,000-strong crowds fortunate enough to secure 
tickets for what have been billed as a celebratory performances in 
the wake of 16 months of Covid restrictions.

AndAnd while we can only imagine the stress and anxiety levels of 
those performing on the day, we can be candid in admitting that our 
engineers experienced a slightly different kind of pressure to ensure 
all was well before the front curtain was raised!

A long shutdown period meant that the Lyceum’s internal cooling 
system was not required to be operational for the majority of that 
time, which brought its own issues.

WhenWhen the chillers were eventually restarted, it was discovered that 
two coils had failed and caused a significant drop in the system’s 
cooling output.

With the problem certain to have repercussions for those in 
attendance if not addressed immediately, Andrews proposed the 
hire of a single 550kW chiller until the two faulty coils could be 
replaced.

IIn addition to the chiller, we provided a generator and agreed to 
handle the customer’s fuel requirements for the duration of the hire.

Incredibly, the installation was carried out while performers were 
conducting a dress rehearsal on the eve of the first show – 
underlining just how time-sensitive this project was!

ThanksThanks to our reactiveness and ability to implement solutions 
despite the logistical challenges that accompany any job where 
space is so scarce, we managed to connect our chiller to existing 
pipework and guarantee a functional cooling source ahead of what 
our client considered to be the most important day of their year.

Eleventh-hour chiller hire ensures the 
show goes on at London’s Lyceum theatre


